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CCI�holds�cement�companies�guilty�of
bid�rigging

DLF’s�Apartment�Buyers’�Agreements
found�to�contain�abusive�clauses

CCI�found�cartelization�in�the�tender
floated�by�Indian�Railways�through�the
assistance�of�the�approver�under
leniency�application�

S&A�Comments�

CCI�initiates�investigation�DDA�on�the
allegation�of�non-allotment�of�the�flat�for
over�33�years

CCI�closes�case�against�Mercedes�Benz,
as�it�did�not�find�its�lease�financing
agreements�to�be�anti-competitive�

CCI�denies�to�investigate�allegation�of
cartel�against�a�pharma�company�on
account�of�lack�of�evidence�of�an�alleged
anticompetitive�condition�of�having�an
NOC�from�the�local�C&D�association

CCI�closed�a�case�against�Wave�Megacity
Centre�Private�Limited�as�it�is�not�a
dominant�player�in�Noida�and�Greater
Noida�real�estate�market.�

CCI�closed�a�case�against�Jaguar�Land
Rover�on�abuse�of�dominant�
position�

Acquisition�of�Leroy-Somer�Electric
Power�Generation,�Leroy-Somer�Motors
and��Drives,�Control�Techniques�and�Kato
Engineering�brands

Acquisition�of�urea�and�customized�fertilizers
business�of�Tata�Chemicals�Limited

Merger�of�Hinduja�Foundries�into�Ashok
Leyland

CCI�clears�acquisition�by�Aspen�of�GSK’s
Arixtra�and�Fraxiparine�brands�used�to
prevent�and�treat�deep�vein�thrombosis
(DVT)�

Acquisition�of�Essar�Oil�Limited�

Acquisition�of�wind�power�business�of
JSPL

ICU�Medical�Inc’s�acquisition�of�Pfizer
Inc.’s�Hospira�Infusions�Systems

Acquisition�of�4.85�per�cent�equity
shares�of�Indus�Towers�Limited

Acquisition�of�equity�shares�of�TVS
Logistics�Services�Limited

Acquisition�of�two�percent�of�the�share
capital�of�Micromax�Informatics�
Limited

Combination�of�Koch�Industries�Inc.�and
Guardian�Industries�Corp.

CCI�clears�Abbott�–�St�Jude�Merger
subject�to�carrying�out�voluntary
divestiture�remedy�by�the�merging
parties

S&A�comments

COMPAT�rejected�Binani�Cement’s
application�to�waive�of�deposition�of�10%
of�the�penalty�imposed�to�the�CCI
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OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 

1Ref. Case No. 05 of 2013; Decided on 19/01/2017

CCI holds cement companies guilty of bid rigging

The�Director,�Supplies�&�Disposals,�Haryana,
had�alleged�bid�rigging�in�a�tender�floated�for
procurement�of�cement.�Finding�a�prima
facie�case,�the�CCI�ordered�an�investigation
in�the�matter�by�the�Director�General�(“DG”)
under�section�26(1)�of�the�Act.�In�its�report,
the�DG�concluded�that�cement�companies
had�engaged�in�bid�rigging.�It�observed�that
the�cement�companies�quoted�unusually
higher�rates�in�the�impugned�tender�(than
rates�quoted�in�tenders�of�previous�years),
determined�different�basic�prices�for�supply
of�cement�at�the�same�destination�through
reverse�calculation,�quoted�quantities�in�the
impugned�tender�such�that�the�total�bid
quantity�almost�equalled�the�total�tendered
quantity,�quoted�rates�for�the�districts�in�a
manner�that�all�cement�companies�acquired
L1�status�at�some�of�the�destination(s).
Further,�certain��correspondence�between
the�officials�of�the�Cement�Companies�also
existed�which�was�seen�as�a�plus�factor.�

Upon�consideration�of�the�investigation
report,�CCI�held�that�the�cement�companies,
through�their�impugned�conduct,�have
engaged�in�bid-rigging,�in�contravention�of
the�provisions�of�Section�3(3)(d)�read�with
Section�3(1)�of�the�Act,�which�eliminated
and�lessened�competition�and�manipulated

the�bidding�process�in�respect�of�the
impugned�tender.�Accordingly,�a�penalty�of
Rs.�18.44�crore,�Rs.�68.30�crore,�Rs.�38.02
crore,�Rs.�9.26�crore,�Rs.�29.84�crore,�Rs.
35.32�crore�and�Rs.�6.55�crore�has�been
imposed�upon�Shree�Cement�Limited,
UltraTech�Cement�Limited,�Jaiprakash
Associates�Limited,�J.K.�Cement�Limited,
Ambuja�Cements�Limited,�ACC�Limited�and
J.K.�Lakshmi�Cement�Limited.�The�penalty
has�been�levied�@�0.3%�of�the�average
turnover�of�the�cement�companies�of

preceding�three�years.�In�arriving�at�the�rate,
the�CCI�took�into�consideration�factors�such
as�potential�delay�in�construction�due�to
impugned�order�which�would�have�occurred
in�the�execution�of�public�infrastructure
projects�due�to�cancellation�of�the�impugned
tender,�peculiarity�of�the�tender�process
which�created�uncertainty�in�procurement,
total�size�of�the�impugned�tender�and
competition�compliance�programmes�put�in
place�by�some�companies�while�determining
the�quantum�of�penalty.�

Director, Supplies & Disposals, Haryana vs. Shree Cement Ltd. & Ors.1

DLF’s Apartment Buyers’ Agreements found to contain
abusive clauses

Vide�order�passed�under�Section�27�of�the
Act,�the�CCI�has�held�that�various�clauses
incorporated�in�the�Apartment�Buyers’
Agreement�for�apartments�in�‘New�Town

Heights’�project�of�DLF�being�developed�in
Sector�86,�Gurgaon�were�abusive�and
violated�Section�4�of�the�Act.The�cases�were
initiated�by�certain�individuals�who�had

booked�apartments�in�the�abovementioned
projects�of�DLF�but�were�not�given
possession�even�after�the�expiry�of�the
stipulated�time�period�in�the�Buyers’

Shri Ashutosh Bhardwaj vs. DLF Limited clubbed with Shri Lalit Babu & Ors. vs. M/s DLF New Gurgaon Homes Developers Pvt. Ltd.2
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2Case Nos. 01 of 2014 and 93 of 2015; Decided on: 04/01/2017

CCI found cartelization in the tender floated by Indian
Railways through the assistance of the approver under
leniency application 

This�case�was�taken�up�by�the�CCI�suo
moto,�based�on�the�information�received
from�the�Superintendent�of�Police,�Anti-
Corruption�HQ,�Central�Bureau�of
Investigation�(CBI),�New�Delhi�that�during�an
inquiry�into�certain�alleged�misconduct�by�a
public�servant�(Shri�Sandeep�Goyal)�they
had�found�that�three�firms�i.e.,�M/s�Pyramid
Electronics,�Parwanoo�(‘OP�1’),�M/s�R
Kanwar�Electricals,�Noida�(‘OP�2’)�and�M/s
Western�Electric�and�Trading�Company,�Delhi
(‘OP�3’)�(collectively�referred�to�as�‘OPs’)
had�cartelised�in�respect�of�the�tenders
floated�by�the�Indian�Railways�and�the

Bharat�Earth�Movers�Limited�(‘BEML’)�for
the�supply�of�Brushless�DC�fans�(‘BLDC
fans’)�and�other�electrical�items.

CBI�had�found�an�email�of�OP-1�which
contained�all�the�information�regarding
details�of�four�tenders�of�Indian�Railways�and
BEML�for�procurement�of�BLDC�fans.�It
contained�the�quantity�unit�value,�rates�to�be
quoted�by�OPs�and�quantities�to�be�shared
amongst�them�in�these�four�tenders�which
was�the�same�quoted�by�the�railway�tender.
Finding�s�‘prima�facie’�case�of�anti-
competitive�agreement,��the�CCI�directed�the
DG�to�conduct�an�investigation.�

In�its�findings,�based�on�the�DG�report,�the
CCI�has�observed�that�OP�1,�OP�2�and�OP�3
who�were�the�only�three�Part�I�bidders�for
BLDC�fans,�had�decided�to�divide�the�four
tenders�amongst�themselves�in�a�mutually
agreed�manner,�and�devised�an�arrangement
of�bid�rotation.�Refuting�the�contention�that
the�rates�of�the�bidders�matched�as�a�matter
of��‘coincidence’,�the�CCI�observed�that�it
could�have�been�believed�if�the�rate�quoted
by�only�one�of�the�OPs�was�matching,�but
the�fact�that�rates�of�all�the�three�OPs�were
the�same,�cannot�be�a�‘coincidence’�by�any
measure.�

In Re: Cartelization in respect of tenders floated by Indian Railways for supply of Brushless DC Fans and other electrical items.3

Agreement.�Accordingly,��they�approached
the�CCI�alleging�abuse�of�dominant
position�by�DLF.�Finding�a�prima�facie
case,�the�CCI�directed�the�Director
General,�Competition�Commission�of�India
(“the�DG”)�to�investigate�the�matter.�In�its
report,�the�DG�concluded�that�the
following�terms��of�the�Apartment�Buyers’
Agreement�executed�by�DLF�were
abusive-

n Mandating�the�buyer�to�compulsorily
purchase�the�parking�space;

n Retaining�with�itself�the�right�to�alter

the�time�period�of�providing�the
possession�of�the�apartment;

n Imposition�of�heavy�penalty�upon�the
buyer�in�failing�to�make�payments�or
making�delay�in�payments�without�any
similar�obligation�on�its�part;

n Not�determining�of�the�Super�Area,
Carpet�Area,�etc.�at�the�time�of�executing
the�Apartment�Buyers’�Agreement;

n Reserving�with�itself�the�right�to�change
the�preferential�location�upon�change�in
layout�plan.�

After�inquiry,�the�CCI�held�that�DLF�group
enjoyed�a�dominant�position�in�the�market
of�residential�apartments�in�Gurgaon�and
further�held�that�the�reported�conduct
amounted�to�an�abuse�of�dominant
position�which�contravened�Section�4�of
the�Act.�In�lieu�of�the�penalty�of�Rs.�630
crores�already�imposed�upon�DLF�in�the
earlier�case�of�Belaire�Owners’�Association
vs.�DLF,�the�CCI�did�not�deem�fit�to
impose�a�fresh�penalty�upon�DLF�but
directed�it�to�cease�and�desist�from�the
reported�abusive�conduct.

OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 
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3Suo Moto Case No. 03 of 2014; Decided on: 18/01/2017

4United Nations Publications- UNCTAD-MENA programme- Competition Guidelines: Leniency Programmes, Document No. UNCTAD/DITC/CLP/2016/3
5Regulation 3 (4), CCI (Lesser Penalty) Regulations, 2009

OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 

By�filing�an�application�under�Section�46�of�the�Act�read�with
Competition�Commission�of�India�(Lesser�Penalty)�Regulations,�2009
with�the�CCI�requesting�for�lesser�penalty,�OP-1�waived
confidentiality�on�its�identity�as�well�as�the�information�furnished.�In
his�submissions,�Shri�Sandeep�Goyal�admitted�to�being�a�part�of�the
cartel.�Granting�leniency,�the�CCI�decided�to�grant�a�75�percent
reduction�in�the�penalty�to�the�Applicant�for�co-operation�with�the
investigation�and�admitting�that�he�was�involved�in�contravention�of
the�Act.�

As�regards�the�penalty�on�the�opposite�parties,�the�CCI�compared
the�penalty�imposed�on�the�basis�of�three�times�of�the�profit�or�10%
of�the�turnover,�whichever�was�higher.�The�CCI�observed�that�a
penalty�of�three�times�of�the�profit�for�the�FY�2012-2013�on�OP-1
and�OP-3�was�higher�than�10%�of�the�turnover�and�for�OP2,�10%�of
the�turnover�was�higher.�Taking�into�account�the�duration�of�the
cartel,�the�volume�of�the�tender�affected�by�the�cartel�and�the�value

thereof,�the�CCI�imposed�a�penalty�on�OP�1�and�OP�3�calculated�at
1.0�times�of�their�profit,�respectively,�in�the�year�2012-13,�which
was�₹ 62,36,634�and�₹ 2,09,14,961�respectively�and�on�OP�2�at�the
rate�of�3�percent�of�its�turnover�for�the�year�2012-13,�which�was�₹
20,01,012,�for�the�same�FY.�Further,�since�the�CCI�agreed�to�grant
75%�less�penalty�to�OP-1�under�section�46�of�the�Act,�the�amount
of�Penalty�was�reduced�to�₹ 15,59,159/-.�

DG,�on�further�Investigation�under�Section�48,�was�directed�to�find
out�the�key�persons�responsible�for�such�cartelisation.�The�DG�held
that�Shri�Sandeep�Goyal�for�OP�1,�Shri�Ashish�Jain�for�OP�2�and�Shri
Ramesh�Parchani�for�OP�3,�are�the�Key�Persons�responsible.
Accordingly,�the�CCI�imposed�a�penalty�under�Section�27(b)�of�the
Act�on�such�persons.�It�calculated�such�penalty�at�the�rate�of�10
percent�of�the�average�of�their�income�for�the�last�three�preceding
FY�amounting�to�₹ 46,594�(after�a�75%�reduction�on�OP-1
amounting�to�₹ 11,648/),�₹ 84,837�and�₹ 2,�13,919,�respectively.�

1. Section 46

of the Act

provides that

the CCI may

impose lesser

penalties or no

penalty upon a firm which has filed an

application for ‘leniency’ making a true,

vital and full disclosure of information in

respect to a cartel, at any stage prior to the

completion of the investigation by the DG.

2. On one hand,  the CCI gets crucial insider

evidence on the details of the functioning of

the cartel,  on the other, the applicant gets

insulated from potentially debilitating

penalty. Accordingly, ‘leniency’ provides a

win-win situation.  

3. The CCI has thus far passed only this

leniency order since its inception.

Pertinently, Section 27 (b) provides for

imposition of heavy penalties which could

be as high as three times the profit or 10%

of the turnover for every year of the cartel.

However, despite penalties that may be

levied being severe, the CCI has not been

able to make its  leniency provisions very

effective.  

4. There is absence of  certainty and

predictability regarding the fate of any

potential leniency applicant. It is not clear

as to what sort of disclosure  shall be

considered as “full” and “vital”,  being the

basic requirement for granting leniency.

Moreover, unlike the US system where

grant of leniency is automatic for qualifying

entities, the CCI seems to enjoy a discretion

to grant leniency even when the disclosure

is “full” and “vital” as may be inferred from

the words ‘may’ used in Section 46 of the

Act. Though the regulations stipulate a

number of factors which the CCI shall give

due regards while exercising discretion,

such as, ‘the stage at which the applicant

comes forward with the disclosure, the

evidence already in possession of the CCI,

the quality of the information provided by

the applicant, and the entire facts and

circumstances of the case’ , these factors

may still be pretty  vague because, for

example, an applicant may file leniency

application believing that the information

being submitted by it is crucial but the CCI

may not consider so and therefore refuse to

grant leniency.    Further, it is uncertain

whether confidentiality granted to a

leniency applicant by the CCI would sustain

even during the appellate stage granted has

to be institutionalized for any effective

cartel-enforcement policy.

5. CCI’s instant  order in the case of tender

floated by Indian Railways (Brushless DC

fans cartel), throws some light on the issue.

In this case, pursuant to receipt of certain

information from the CBI that three firms

had cartelized for the tender of Indian

Railways for the supply of brushless DC

fans, the CCI initiated a suo moto

investigation into the matter.  The CBI had

provided the CCI with copy of an email

from one of the players to certain other

players indicating the modus operandi to

rig the bids initiated by Indian Railways for

the supply of brushless DC fans.One of the

opposite parties, filed a leniency application

and admitted to have entered into bid-

rigging and also provided crucial details

regarding phone calls and e-mails

exchanged between various parties to

orchestrate the cartel. Since the evidence

furnished by the said opposite established

the guilt of rest of the parties to the cartel,

the CCI considered it a fit case for leniency

and granted 75% reduction in the fine. The

leniency applicant also waived of

confidentiality of the contents of its

application. Critics have argued that a 100%

reduction in the fine should have been

given since the evidence given by the

applicant was crucial. S&A is of the view

that the CCI order clearly stated that if the

party had made the disclosure before the

commencement of the DG’s investigation, it

would have enjoyed greater reduction in

penalties. In this regard, it is pertinent to

note that the evidence provided by the CBI,

(i.e. an e-mail communicating the rates to

be quoted by the parties to the tender) was

clinching enough to establish an agreement

amongst the parties all by itself. Therefore,

the CCI has rather been generous by

adopting a very low threshold to grant

leniency. Such an approach by the CCI is

therefore welcome and ought to be

appreciated by the stake-holders as

creating an amicable environment for the

parties to file leniency applications. 

S&a 
COmmENTS

Cartel penalty and leniency 
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6CCI Case No. 78 of 2016 decided on 12/01/2017

7Case No. 82 of 2016, Decided on: 02/02/2017

OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 

CCI initiates investigation against DDA on the allegation
of non-allotment of the flat for over 33 years

Sudarshan Kumar Kapoor vs. Delhi Development Authority6

CCI closes case against Mercedes Benz, as it did not find
its lease financing agreements to be anti-competitive 

In re: Mr. Debabrat Mishra vs. Daimler Financial Services India Private Limited & Others.7

The�Informant�alleged�that�Delhi�Development�Authority
(“DDA”)�abused�its�position�of�dominance�in�not�conducting
the�draw�of�lots�and�making�no�allotment�for�a�period�of�31
years.�The�Informant’s�wife�had�applied�for�a�residential�plot�in
the�Middle�Income�Group�(MIG)�category�under�the�Rohini
Residential�Plot�Scheme,�1981.�The�Informant�alleged�that
there�was�a�total�delay�of�33�years�in�issuing�the�Allotment
Letter�to�the�Informant’s�wife.�In�order�to�assess�the�position�of
dominance,�the�CCI�delineated�the�relevant�market�as�“Market
for�provision�of�services�of�development�and�sale�of�residential
plots�in�the�National�Capital�Territory�of�Delhi”�and�held�that
prima�facie�DDA�appears�to�be�dominant�player�in�the�relevant
market.�With�regards�to�the�dominance,�the�CCI�observed�that
DDA�is�the�biggest�real�estate�developer�in�Delhi�and�no�other
developer�can�match/reach�the�size�and�structure�of�DDA.�The
CCI�observed�that�the�conduct�of�DDA�in�delaying�to�give�the
possession�and�other�such�conduct�of�asking�payments
appeared�to�be�prima�facie�an�abuse�of�dominant�position.�

Mr.�Debabrat�Mishra,�the�Informant,�alleged�that�Daimler�Financial
Services�India�Private�Limited�(‘OP-1’),�Mercedes�Benz�India�Private
Limited�(‘OP-2’),�Autohanger�(‘OP-3’)�and�Mercedes�Financial
Services�(‘OP-4’),�(collectively�referred�to�as�‘OPs’)�abused�their
position�of�dominance�in�putting�abusive�terms�and�conditions�in�the
Lease�Agreement�for�financing�of�the�vehicles�manufactured�by�OP-
2�to�customers.�The�leasing�option�required�the�customers�to�pay�a
fixed�amount�monthly�as�payment�for�a�specified�period,�and�the
said�scheme�further�provided�an�option�of�owning�the�same�car�at
the�end�of�the�lease�term.�The�CCI�observed�that�the�relevant�market

in�the�present�case�was�“provision�of�lease�financing�services�for
luxury�cars�in�India”.�The�CCI�observed�that�due�to�presence�of
several�players�in�the�market�the�question�of�abuse�of�dominant
position�did�not�arise.�The�CCI�further�stated�that�stakes�of�the�lessor
were�higher�in�the�said�lease�agreement,�to�safeguard�which�bar�on
independent�repairs�was�put�forth�as�a�condition.�The�CCI�concluded
that�the�dispute�did�not�have�any�element�of�anti-competitive
practice�or�abuse�of�dominant�position�and�thus�there�was�no�case�of
contravention.�The�matter�was�ordered�to�be�closed�under�section
26(2)�of�the�Act.�
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8Case No. 84 of 2016; Decided on: 24/01/2017 

9Case No. 87 of 2016; Decided on: 17/01/2017

CCI closes case against Wave Megacity Centre Private
Limited as it is not a dominant player in Noida and
Greater Noida real estate market. 

In re: Major Siya Ram (Retd.) & Other vs M/s Wave Megacity Centre Private Ltd.9

The�Information�was�filed�against�M/s�Wave
Megacity�Centre�Private�Limited�(“OP”)
alleging�that�there�was�delay�in�the
development�of�the�Project�‘Wave�City
Centre’,�and�that�the�OP�had�refused�to
refund�the�full�amount�paid�by�the
Informants�for�these�flats�as�well�as�interest,
thereby�abusing�its�dominant�position.�

The�CCI�observed�that�the�relevant�market
would�be�“provision�of�services�relating�to
development�and�sale�of�residential
apartments/�flats�in�Noida�and�Greater
Noida”.�The�CCI�further�observed�that�there
existed�several�players�in�the�relevant
market�and�that�the�buyers�had�various
options�while�buying�residential�apartment

and�that�they�are�not�dependent�on�the�OP
alone�for�the�same�as�the�said�market�is
competitive�in�nature.�

The�CCI�concluded�that�the�OP�was�not�in�a
dominant�position�in�the�relevant�market�and
there�was�no�case�of�contravention.�The
matter�was�ordered�to�be�closed�on�a�prima
facie�consideration.

OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 

CCI denies to investigate allegation of cartel against a
pharma company on account of lack of evidence of an
alleged anticompetitive condition of having an NOC
from the local C&D association

In re: Mr. Rajendra Kumar Nigam vs Franco-Indian Pharmaceuticals Private Limited. & other8

It�was�alleged�that�Franco-Indian�Pharmaceuticals�Private�Limited
(‘OP-1’)�had�denied�the�sale�of�medicines�to�the�Informant�and�also
denied�a�cash�discount�of�2%�on�account�of�non-production�of�NOC
from�the�local�Chemist�and�Druggist�Association.�The�CCI�observed
that�the�Informant�had�not�placed�any�information�on�record�so�as
to�establish�denial�of�supply�of�medicines�by�OP�and�there�was
proof�that�medicines�were�being�supplied�to�the�Informant,�thereby
negating�the�requirement�of�an�NOC.�Further,�as�regards�the
discount,�the�CCI�observed�that�no�such�proof�has�been�given�that
it�is�being�denied�on�account�of�refusal�to�take�NOC.�Further,�the�OP
was�not�found�to�be�dominant�on�an�allegation�of�abuse�of
dominant�position�on�refusal�to�give�discounts�otherwise.�The�CCI
concluded�that�the�dispute�did�not�have�any�element�of�anti-
competitive�practice�or�abuse�of�dominant�position�and�thus�there
was�no�case�of�contravention.�The�matter�was�ordered�to�be�closed
under�Section�26(2)�of�the�Act.�
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OrdErS paSSEd by THE COmpETITION COmmISSION Of INdIa (“CCI”) 

CCI closes case against Jaguar Land Rover on abuse of
dominant position 

COmbINaTIONS: 

Acquisition of Leroy-Somer Electric Power Generation,
Leroy-Somer Motors and  Drives, Control Techniques
and Kato Engineering brands11

10Case No. 79 of 2016; Decided on: 17/01/2017

11C-2016/09/427

In re: Sh. Ravi Beriwala vs. Lexus Motors Ltd. & Ors.10

An�Information�was�filed�against�Lexus
Motors�Ltd.�(“OP-1”),�which�is�the
authorised�dealer�of�cars�manufactured�by
Jaguar�Land�Rover�India�Ltd.�(“OP-2”),
alleging�defects�and�deficiency�of�service�in
the�car�which�continued�even�after�the
vehicle�was�sent�for�repair�on�several
occasions.�The�Informant�found�out�on
inquiry�that�the�air�bags�were�broken�due�to
an�accident�while�the�car�was�still�with�the
OP-1�and�this�fact�was�deliberately
concealed�by�the�OP-1.�The�Informant
alleged�that�the�sale�of�a�defective�Car�and
concealment�of�necessary�facts�relating�to
the�car�by�OP-1�amounts�to�unfair�trade
practice�and�is�abuse�of�its�dominance
position�as�OP-1�was�the�only�exclusive
supplier�in�East�India.�

The�CCI�observed�that�the�relevant�market

will�be�“market�for�manufacture�and�sale�of
luxury�cars�in�India”,�as�the�website�of�OP-2
showed�it�has�22�Showrooms�all�over�India
and�that�there�is�presence�of�sufficient
competition�in�the�relevant�market�and�no
significant�barrier�exist�for�other�players�to

enter.�The�CCI�concluded�that�OP-1�and�OP-
2�were�not�in�a�dominant�position�in�the
relevant�market�and�there�was�no�case�of
contravention.�The�matter�was�ordered�to�be
closed�on�a�prima�facie�consideration.

Notice�was�given�by�Nidec�Corporation
(Nidec)�relating�to�its�acquisition�of�Emerson
Electric�Co.(Emerson)’s�motors,�drives�and
electric�power�generation�businesses.�Nidec,
incorporated�in�Japan,�is�engaged�in�the
business�of�small�precision�motors,�general
motors,�machinery�etc.,�whereas�Emerson,
incorporated�in�the�United�States�has
business�in�process�management,�industrial
automation,�network�power,�climate
technologies�and�commercial�&�residential
solutions.�The�CCI�noted�the�overlap�in�the�in
the�motors�segment.�The�CCI�observed�that
the�motors�segment�could�be�further
segmented�on�the�basis�of�type�of�motor,
end�users,�and�power�output�and�voltage
range.�It�noted�that�the�motors�segment
could��be�sub-segmented�on�the�basis�of

type�of�motors�into�AC�motors�and�DC
motors;�on�the�basis�of�end-user�into
industrial,�commercial,�residential,�agriculture
and�transportation�motors;��on�the�basis�of
power�output�into�(large�motors�(more�than
7�MW),��medium�motors�(200�kW�–�7MW),
small�motors�(1-200�kW�and��micro�motors

(less�than�1�kW)�and�on�the�basis�of�voltage
range�into��High�and�medium�voltage�range
(more�than�1000V),�low�voltage�motors�(less
than�or�equal�to�1000V).��The�CCI�noted�that
the�proposed�combination�was�unlikely�to
cause�AAEC�in�any�of�said�segments/sub-
segments�and�accordingly�approved�it.
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Acquisition of urea and customized fertilizers business
of Tata Chemicals Limited12

COmbINaTIONS: 

Yara�Fertilizers�India�Private�Limited�(Yara
India),�a�wholly�owned�subsidiary�of�Yara
Asia�Pte.�Ltd.�(Yara�Asia),�part�of�the�Yara
International�group,�filed�notice�with�the�CCI
for�acquisition�of�the�business�of�urea�and
customized�fertilizers�of�Tata�Chemicals
Limited�(TCL)�on�a�slump�sale�basis.�(Target
Business).�The�CCI�noted�that�Yara�India’s
product�offerings�in�India�comprised,�inter
alia,�premium�fertilizers�such�as�compound
NPK,�calcium�nitrate,�water�soluble�fertilizers
and�foliar�fertilizers,�whereas��TCL�through
the�Target�Business�was��engaged�in
manufacturing�and�sale�of�urea�and
customized�fertilizers.��Therefore,�though
broadly�both�Yara�India�and�Target�Business
operated�in�the�fertilizer�segment�in�India,

the�product�portfolio�of�the�parties�were
different�i.e.�compound�fertilizers,�such�as
those�sold�by�Yara�India�were�substantially
different�than�customized�fertilizers�sold�by

TCL,�in�terms�of�manufacturing�process,
composition,�characteristics�and�prices.�As
the�CCI�found�no�overlap,�it�approved�the
combination.

Merger of Hinduja Foundries into Ashok Leyland13

A�notice�under�Section�6(2)�was�jointly�filed
involving�merger�of�Hinduja�Foundries�into
Ashok�Leyland.�Ashok�Leyland,�engaged�in
the�business�of�commercial�and�defence
vehicles,�engines�and�spare�parts�is�a
subsidiary�of�Hinduja�Automotive�Ltd.�(U.K.)
and�a�part�of�Hinduja�Group.�Ashok�Leyland
which�holds�7.57�per�cent�stake�in�Hinduja
Foundries�is�engaged�in�the�business�of
grey�iron�castings�used�in�passenger�cars,
commercial�vehicles�and�industrial�engines.
Hinduja�Automotive�Ltd.�(U.K.)�and�Hinduja

Foundries�Holding�Ltd.,�Mauritius�hold�20-
25�percent�stake�in�Hinduja�Foundries
making�Hinduja�Foundries�also�a�part�of
Hinduja�Group.�The�CCI�noted�that�there
was�no�horizontal�overlap�between�their
activities�of�the�parties.�As�regards�the
vertical�relationship,�the�CCI�noted�that
though�Hinduja�Foundries�supplied�cylinder
heads�and�blocks�to�Ashok�Leyland,
however,�in�absence�of�any�competition
concerns,�the�CCI�approved�the
combination.

12C-2016/09/430

13C-2016/10/438

A�notice�was�jointly�filed�by�Aspen
Pharmacare�Holdings�Limited�(APHL),�South
Africa�and�Aspen�Global�Incorporated�(AGI),
Mauritius�pursuant�to�a�Business�Sale
Agreement�(BSA)�with�some�of�the
GlaxoSmithKline�(GSK)�entities.�The
proposed�combination�related�to�acquisition
of�exclusive�commercialisation�rights
including�the�IPR,�goodwill,�business�records,
marketing�authorisations,�contracts,�etc.�of

Arixtra�and�Fraxiparine�brands�(injectable
anti-coagulants�which�reduce�the�clotting
ability�of�blood�thus�reducing�the�risk�of
harmful�blood�clots�forming�in�blood�vessels
called�here�as�‘Target�Products’)�of�some�of
the�GSK�entities�in�India�and�some�other
countries�(Retained�Markets).�The�Acquirers
had�acquired�the�commercialisation�rights�of
Target�Products�globally�except�in�Retained
Markets�from�the�GSK�entities�by�way�of

Master�Asset�Purchase�Agreement�(MAPA)in
2013.�Pursuant�to�MAPA,�APHL�acquired�the
manufacturing�business�of�Target�Brands�and
supplied�Target�Products�to�GSK�entities�for
commercialisation�in�the�Retained�Markets.
MAPA�also�contained�the�call�and�put�option
during�the�exercise�period.�The�BSA�also
envisaged�early�termination�of�an�existing
collaboration�between�GSK�Group�and
Aspen�in�Sub-Saharan�Africa�(SSA)�entered

CCI clears acquisition by Aspen of GSK’s Arixtra and
Fraxiparine brands used to prevent and treat deep vein
thrombosis (DVT)14
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in�2009,�the�activities�of�which�did�not�relate
to�India�and�hence�had�no�jurisdictional
nexus.

The�CCI�noted�that�the�Acquirers�did�not
directly�manufacture�or�sell�any�fixed�dosage
form�products�in�India�and�did�not�overlap�at
molecular�level�either�in�the�existing�or�the
pipeline�products�in�respect�of�target

products.�Also�given�the�limited�presence�of
the�GSK�entities�in�the�injectable�anti-
coagulants�segment�in�India,�the�CCI�decided
that�the�proposed�combination�was�not�likely
to�raise�any�significant�competition�concern.

As�regards�vertical�relationships,�the�CCI
observed�that�pursuant�to�MAPA,�a
subsidiary�of�Aspen�group,�which

manufactured�the�APIs�used�in�the
production�of�Target�Products�got�engaged
in�the�manufacturing�of�Target�Products�for
supply�to�GSK�entities�for�commercialisation
in�Retained�Markets,�however,�post
combination�this�vertical�relationship
between�the�Acquirers�and�GSK�entities
ceased�to�exist.�The�CCI,�accordingly
approved�the�proposed�combination..

A�notice�was�jointly�filed�with�the�CCI
regarding�acquisition�of�Essar�Oil�Limited
(EOL/Target)�by�Petrol�Complex�Pte�Ltd
(Rosneft�SPV)��and�Kesani�Enterprises�Co
Ltd�(JV�Co).�As�part�of�the�agreements,�EOL
would�acquire�shareholdings�in�some�of�the
companies�of�the�Essar�Group�namely
Vadinar�Oil�Terminal�Limited,�Vadinar�Power
Company�Limited�and�Vadinar�Liquid
Terminals�Limited.��Rosneft�does�not�directly
have�any�business�activities�or�physical
presence�in�India�and�none�of�Rosneft’s
subsidiaries,�except�Bashneftwith�sales�of
certain�petrochemical�products,�have�any
business�activity�or�physical�presence�in
India.��JVCo��incorporated�in�Cyprus��is�an
SPV,�indirectly�wholly�owned�by�Tendril
Ventures�Pte�Lt,�which�is��jointly�owned�by
Trafigura�Pte�Ltd.�(Trafigura)�and�UCP�PE
Investments�Ltd.�(UCP).�JV�Co�is�not
engaged�in�any�business�activity�in�India�or
globally.�Trafigura,�incorporated�in�Singapore

is�a�leading�global�commodity�trading�firm.�In
India,�its�activities�include�physical�trading�of
crude�oil�and�condensates,�naphtha,�liquid
natural�gas,�refined�metals�etc.�It�also
procures�commodities�such�as�refined
products�(naphtha,�gasoline,�aviation�fuel,
gasoil�and�bitumen)�from�third�parties�in
India�which�it,�then,�trades�globally.��UCP,
based�in�Russia,�is�a�private�investment
group.��UCP�and�its�portfolio�companies�do
not�have�any�sales�or�presence�in�India.�EOL,
belonging�to�Essar�group,�is�a�subsidiary�of
Essar�Energy�and�fully�integrated�oil�and�Gas
Company�with�presence�mainly�in�refining
and�marketing�of�oil�refined�products,
production�of�CBM�and�retail�supply�of
petroleum�products.

The�CCI�noted�the�exploration�and
production�business�of�EOL�is�excluded�from
the�scope�of�proposed�combination�and
hence,�there�is�no�impact�on�competition

dynamics�of�this�product�segment.�The�CCI
also�noted�that�Trafigura�is�involved�in
trading�of�crude�oil�(and�condensates)�and
naphtha�in�India�and�EOL�is�involved�in
production�of�refined�products�(including
naphtha),�however,�it�did�not�make�any�sale
of�naphtha�in�India�for�the�year�2015-16�and
naphtha�manufactured�by�EOL�was�exported
in�entirety,�thus,�there�was�no�overlap
between�the�parties�in�the�broader�segment
of�refined�products�and�in�narrower�possible
markets�for�each�refined�product�in�India.
With�respect�to�the�potential�overlap
between�Trafigura�and�EOL�in�the�refined
products,�the�CCI�noted�that�their�presence
in�any�of�the�refined�product�market�was�not
significant�enough�to�raise�any�competition
concerns�and�post-combination,�the
resulting�entity�would�continue�to�face
competitive�constraints�from�other�significant
competitors.�The�combination�was�approved
by�the�CCI.

COmbINaTIONS: 

14C-2016/10/441

15C-2016/10/448

Acquisition of Essar Oil Limited15
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COmbINaTIONS: 

Acquisition of wind power business of JSPL16

Parjanya�Wind�Power�Private�Limited,�a�wholly�owned�subsidiary
of�India�Infrastructure�Fund�II,�managed�by�IDFC�Alternatives,�filed
notice�to�the�CCI�for�acquisition�of�24MW�wind�power�business�of
Jindal�Steel�and�Power�Limited�in�Maharashtra�on�slump�sale�basis.
The�CCI�noted�that�the�proposed�combination�would�not�cause
any�competition�concern�given�that�the�market�share�of�assets
being�transferred�along�with�the�market�share�of�portfolio
companies�in�the�market�of�wind�power�generation�in�India�would
be�around�6�percent�and�in�Maharashtra�around�5�percent
respectively.�The�CCI,�accordingly,�approved�the�combination.

16C-2016/10/449

ICU Medical Inc’s acquisition of Pfizer Inc.’s Hospira
Infusions Systems17

ICU�Medical,�Inc.�(ICU)�filed�notice�with�the�CCI�on�24.10.2016
regarding�a�proposed�combination�involving�ICU’s�acquisition�of
Pfizer�Inc.’s�Hospira�Infusions�Systems�(HIS)�Business�comprising
manufacture�and�sale�of�medical�devices�used�in�infusion�therapy.�As
a�part�of�the�proposed�combination�Pfizer�shall�acquire�shares

representing�16.6�per�cent�of�the�common�stock�of�ICU�and�shall�exit
the�infusion�therapy�business.�As�the�parties�were�not�involved�in
the�same�business�in�India�the�CCI�approved�the�proposed
combination.

17C-2016/10/450

Acquisition of 4.85 percent equity shares of Indus
Towers Limited18

P5�Asia�Holding�Investments�(Mauritius)
Limited�(P5),�an�investment�holding
company,�owned�by�Providence�Equity
Partners�VI�International�L.P.,�a�global�private
equity�firm�gave�notice�to�the�CCI�regarding
proposed�acquisition�of�4.85�per�cent�equity
shares�of�Indus�Towers�Limited�(Indus)�by�it
from�Aditya�Birla�Telecom�Limited�(ABTL).�It
was�noted�that�presently,�P5�holds�30.31

per�cent�equity�shares�of�ABTL�which�in-turn
holds�16�per�cent�equity�shares�of�Indus.
The�CCI�noted�that�pursuant�to�the�proposed
combination�P5�has�also�the�intention�to
nominate�a�Director�on�the�board�of�Indus.
The�CCI�noted�that�though�the�Acquirer�did
not�have�any�registered�entity�or�physical
presence�in�India,�it�held�investments�in
certain�entities�in�India.��Indus,�a�joint

venture�between�Bharti�Infratel�Limited,
Vodafone�India�Limited�and�ABTL�is�engaged
in�providing�passive�infrastructure�services�to
telecom�operators�in�India.�As�there�was�no
horizontal�overlap�between�the�activities�of
the�parties�in�India,�the�CCI�approved�the
proposed�combination.�

18C-2016-10-452

Notice�was�filed�by�CDPQ�Private�Equity
Asia�Pte.�Ltd.�(CDPQ�Asia),�a�SPV
incorporated�in�Singapore�and��forming���part
of�the�CDPQ�group�(institutional�fund
manager�and�investor�in�Canada)�for
acquisition�of�equity�shares�of�TVS�Logistics
Services�Limited�(part�of�the�TVS�group�of
companies).�The�CCI�noted�that�there�was

no�horizontal�overlap�between�the�business
of�the�Target�and�those�of�the�portfolio
companies�of�CDPQ�in�India.�Pertinent�to
mention�that�in�the�instant�case,�the
Acquirers�also�offered�under�Regulation�19
(2)�of�the�Combinations�Regulations�to
modify�the�non-compete�obligation�to�the
effect�that�such�ancillary�restraints�would�be

applicable�until�the�Investor�Group�ceases�to
beneficially�own�10�per�cent�of�the�paid-up
share�capital�of�the�TVS�Logistics�service,
irrespective�of�the�fact�whether�the�investor
has�sold�any�investor�securities.�The�CCI
approved�the�proposed�combination�after
accepting�the�modification.

Acquisition of equity shares of TVS Logistics Services
Limited19

19C-2016/11/453
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COmbINaTIONS: 

Madison�India�Opportunities�Trust�Fund�(MIOTF),�a�newly�setup
category�II�Alternative�Investment�Fund�filed��notice�to�the�CCI
regarding�acquisition�by�it�of�two�percent�of�the�share�capital�of
Micromax�Informatics�Limited�which�is�engaged�in�the�business�of
trading�in�consumer�electronics�along�with�certain�affirmative�rights

and�a�board�seat�in�Micromax,�which�as��per�the�decisional�practice
of�the�CCI,�cannot�be�considered�solely�as�an�investment�and�hence
not�an�exempted�category�for�filing.�There�being�no�horizontal
overlap�between�the�activities�of�the�parties,�the�CCI�approved�the
combination.

Acquisition of two percent of the share capital of
Micromax Informatics Limited20

20C-2016/11/455

A�notice�was�jointly�given�by�Koch�Industries�Inc.�(KII)�and�Guardian
Industries�Corp.�(Guardian)�on�30.11.2016.�In�the�instant�case,�the
filing�fee�remitted�to�the�CCI�on�22.11.2016�got�credited�in�the
account�of�the�CCI�only�on�30.11.2016,�leading�to�a�delay�in�filing�of
notice�by�5�days.�However,�the�CCI�admitted�the�notice�without
initiating�Section�43A�proceedings.�As�part�of�the�combination,�KII,�a
privately�held�USA�corporation�which�(through�its�affiliates)�already
owned�44.50�per�cent�outstanding�shares�of�Guardian,�proposed�to
acquire�its�remaining�55.50�percent�stake.�KII�owns�a�group�of
companies�engaged�in�diverse�businesses�such�as�refining,

chemicals�and�biofuels,�fertilizers,�polymers�and�fibers,�electronic
components,�minerals,�energy�etc.�Guardian,�a�privately�held�USA
corporation,�along�with�its�subsidiaries,�is�active�worldwide�in
manufacturing�of�float�and�fabricated�glass�products�and�coated
injection�moulded�plastic�parts�for�automotive�and�other�applications.
Guardian,�present�in�India�through�Gujarat�Guardian�Limited�(GGL),�a
joint�venture�with�Modi�Rubber�Ltd.�is�involved�in�manufacturing�of
float�and�high�performance�glass.�As�there�was�no�horizontal�overlap
between�the�businesses�of�the�parties�in�India,�the�CCI�approved�the
combination.

Combination of Koch Industries Inc. and Guardian
Industries Corp.21

21C- 2016/11/461

A�notification�was�filed�by�Abbot
Laboratories�(Abbott)�for�its�proposed
combination�with�St.�Jude�Medical,�Inc.
(SJM).�Abbott,�a�healthcare�product
manufacturer�which�makes�pharmaceuticals
and�medical�devices,�has�been�one�of�the
leaders�in�vascular�care�through�its�stents
and�related�products.�Its�acquisition�of�St
Jude�Medical�Inc.�(SJM),�a�company�known
for�its�pacemakers�and�heart�valves,
broadened�its�presence�in�almost�every
aspect�of�cardiovascular�care.�In�the�U.S.,�the
FTC�objected�to�the�proposal�since�the
combined�company�would�control�more�than
70�per�cent�of�the�market�for�vascular
closure�devices�(VCD),�which�are�used�to
close�holes�in�the�arteries�from�the�insertion
of�catheters�and�for�steerable�sheaths�which
guide�the�catheters.���As�a�condition�for
antitrust�approval�by�the�U.S.�agency,�the
parties�agreed�to�sell�St�Jude’s�VCD�business
and�Abbott’s�steerable�sheath�business�to

Terumo�Corporation,�a�Tokyo�based�medical
device�maker.

In�India,�the�activities�of�the�parties
overlapped�in�the�‘small�hole’�VCDs,�as�the
CCI�observed�that�the�‘large�hole’�and�‘small
hole’�VCDs�differ�from�each�other.�Whereas
Abbott�is�active�in�India�in�‘large�hole’�VCD,
SJM�only�sells�‘small�hole’�VCD,�which�is�not
substitutable�with�‘large�hole’�VCD.�With
regard�to�the�presence�of�the�parties�in�the
market�for�small�hole�VCDs,�the�CCI�noted
that�in�2015,�the�combined�market�share�of
the�parties�in�the�small�hole�VCDs�as�well�as
the�individual�hole�sizes�within�small�hole
VCDs,�was�in�the�range�of�90-100�percent.�

In�order�to�address�the�concerns�emanating
from�the�proposed�combination,�the�parties
offered�under�Regulation�19(2)�of
Combination�Regulations,�a�plan�of
divestiture�of�the�VCD�business�of�SJM�on�a
worldwide�basis�to�Terumo�Corporation

(Terumo).�The�CCI�noted�that�in�India
Terumo�is�present�through�its�two
subsidiaries�which�inter-alia,�manufacture
and�supply�interventional�systems,
cardiovascular�products,�infusion�systems
and�blood�bags.�The�CCI�found�that�there�are
no�structural�and�financial�linkages�of�Terumo
with�parties�and�they�are�independent
entities.�It�noted�that�Terumo�does�not
produce�or�sell�VCDs�anywhere�in�the�world
(including�in�India),�though�it�is�present�in
related�businesses�and�has�expertise�in
researching,�developing,�marketing�and
selling�of�cardiovascular�products.

The�CCI,�therefore,�concluded�that�the
proposed�combination�along�with�the
modification�offered�by�the�parties�was�not
likely�to�have�an�appreciable�adverse�effect
on�competition�in�India�and�approved�the
same�on�13.12.2016,�subject�to�carrying�out
of�the�modification�proposed�by�the�parties.�

CCI clears Abbott – St Jude Merger subject to carrying out
voluntary divestiture remedy by the merging parties22

22C- 2016/08/418
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The mergers and

acquisitions

(M&A)

activities are

generally

motivated by

efficiency

concerns and

are pro-

competitive. More

than ninety nine per cent of the notified

mergers in India have been unconditionally

approved by the CCI. The CCI has the

powers to either approve or prohibit or

allow a merger with a remedy so that it

does not result in appreciable adverse effect

on competition (“AAEC”) in India.

Two types of remedies:

Structural remedies or divestiture: These

are generally applied to horizontal mergers

and require the parties to divest part of the

business/assets to eliminate the anti-

competitive effect of the proposed merger

by creating a new competitor or

strengthening the existing competitors. For

example, in the merger of Sun Pharma/

Ranbaxy (Regn No.C-2014/05/170), the CCI

prescribed divestiture of seven pharma

formulations to approve the merger.

Similarly, the CCI approved the

Holcim/Lafarge merger (Regn No.C-

2014/07/190) after prescribing divestiture

of the Lafarge plants. The CCI also approved

PVR’s acquisition of DT Cinema’s

multiplexes/single screen theatres in Delhi

NCR and Chandigarh subject to the

structural modification prescribed by the

CCI (Regn No. C-2015-07-288).

Behavioural remedies: These relate to

regulating the behaviour of merging parties

for a given period after consummation of

the transaction and are generally resorted

by the competition authorities in case of

vertical mergers as they may cause AAEC

through foreclosure of upstream or

downstream market(s). An example of

behavioural remedy is commitment to offer

access to essential facilities to competitors

on non-discriminatory terms. The CCI had

considered the behavioural remedies

proposed by the PVR Ltd regarding

proposed acquisition of DT Cinema but

rejected the same. 

Procedure for implementation of structural
remedies:

Even though the CCI has not come out with

any guidelines so far, its orders on

structural remedies in cases of Sun

Pharma/Rabaxy, Holcim/lafarge and

PVR/DT, provide insight on structural

remedies and the manner in which they are

to be implemented. Some of these

procedures and tools  for implementation of

structural remedies are (i) approval of the

purchaser requirement, such that divested

business  goes  to a suitable purchaser who

possesses means and incentive to use the

divested assets  and maintain the pre-

merger level of competition in  the relevant

market (ii)  obligation on the part of the

parties to ‘hold-separate’ divested assets so

as to avoid a  situation of unscrambling of

eggs (iii) crown jewels provisions giving the

competition authority right to sell the

assets if the merging parties do not

complete the divestiture in the given period

of time (iv) appointment of

monitoring/divestiture agency and (v) fix it-

first divesture which eliminates the

agency’s antitrust concern and competitive

harm prior to consummation.

Under the scheme of the Combination

Regulations, there are two phases of

inquiry of a  notification: the first being

forming of prima facie opinion within a

period of 30  working days under

Regulation 19 (1) whether a combination is

likely to cause or has caused appreciable

adverse effect on competition (AAEC) in the

relevant market in India or not (Phase I

investigation) and, the second being

carrying out a detailed investigation in case

the CCI is of the prima facie opinion that a

combination is likely to cause or has caused

AAEC within the relevant market in India (

Phase II investigation).

During the course of Phase II investigation,

if the CCI is of the opinion that the

combination has or is likely to have an

AAEC but such adverse effect can be

eliminated by suitable modification to the

combination, it may propose appropriate

modification to address such concern. To

date the CCI has granted conditional

approval in case of three proposed

combinations after a Phase II investigation,

as referred above.

Regulation 19 (2) of the Combination

Regulations also provide that the parties to

the combination may offer modification to

the proposed transaction in Phase I itself

before the CCI has formed its prima facie

opinion of AAEC under Regulation 19 (1) for

evaluation by the CCI that the proposed

combination will not cause AAEC in the

relevant market in India. Since the time the

merger control regime has come into force

in India, the parties to the combination

have offered modification in Phase I period

under the provisions of Regulation 19 (2) in

combinations involving reduction in period

of non-compete obligation, modification of

terms of contract or agreement etc., which

were accepted by the CCI and the

transactions were cleared in Phase I itself.

However, in all such cases wherein the

parties offered modification in terms of

Regulation 19 (2) of the Combination

Regulations, the CCI did not specify in

detail the AAEC concern that led to

modification from the parties to the

combination.   

Divestiture remedy proposed  by the merging
parties in Phase I: the first of its kind in India                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

In the given case involving merger between

Abbott Laboratories and St. Jude Medical,

Inc. (SJM), the parties, in order to address

the concerns emanating from the proposed

S&a 
COmmENTS
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OrdErS paSSEd by COmpETITION appEllaTE TrIbUNal (“COmpaT”)

COMPAT rejected Binani Cement’s application to waive
of deposition of 10% of the penalty imposed to the CCI

Binani�Cement�had�filed�an�application�for
stay�of�the�order�of�the�CCI�dated
31.08.2016,�imposing�a�penalty�of�Rs.
167.32�crores�upon�it�for�indulging�in
cartel�conduct.�The�COMPAT�stayed�the
CCI�order�on�the�condition�of�payment�of
10%�of�the�penalty�imposed�by�the�CCI.
Thereinafter,�Binani�Cement�filed�a�review
application�requesting�the�COMPAT�for
waiving�of�the�10%�deposit.�The�COMPAT
rejected�the�same�and�observed�that
there�are�no�grounds�for�review�of
judgement�and�a�review�cannot�be
granted�on�a�ground�which�could�be
taken�during�the�proceedings�of�the�first
order�or�where�the�relief�exists�in�the
form�of�appeal.�

Binani Cement vs. CCI & Builders Association of India23:
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combination, submitted under Regulation

19(2) of Combination Regulations a

modification in the form of a plan of

divestiture of the entire small-hole VCD

segment of SJM on a worldwide basis to

Terumo Corporation, Japan. Being the first

case wherein the CCI evaluated the

divestiture proposed by the merging parties

in Phase I investigation itself, the CCI inter-

alia noted that (i) there are  no structural

and financial linkages of the proposed

purchaser with the merging  parties and

that it has no common directors with either

of the merging parties, (ii) the divestment

business will include transitional services

as agreed with the purchaser  including IT,

Finance/accounting and other applicable

support, (iii)  although the proposed

purchaser does not produce or sell VCDs  in

India, it is present in related businesses

and has expertise in researching,

developing, marketing and selling

cardiovascular products with a well-

developed cardiovascular marketing and

sales team in India and established

industry presence and reputation with the

purchasers of SJM’s VCD business and (v)

the modification proposed would remove

the overlap in small-hole VCDs between the

merging parties in India  and address the

CCI’s concerns emanating from the

proposed combination. The CCI, accordingly

approved the proposed combination as the

same along with the modification proposed

by the parties was not likely to have AAEC

in India.  

It may accordingly be advisable for the

parties to the combination to evaluate

whether  the proposed combination is likely

to raise any prima-facie  AAEC concern

during the phase I proceedings itself, and if

so, to be prepared to offer a modification

proposal  to the CCI for  divestiture of assets

and/or  behavioural remedy with a view to

eliminate the AAEC concern in the

proposed combination and thus rule out a

probability of the CCI  issuing a show cause

notice for  detailed investigation and

directing  suitable  modification  to

eliminate the  AAEC  after proceeding  as

per the provisions of the Act.  Such a pre-

emptive measure will save precious time in

obtaining CCI’s approval and will prevent

assets being divested at sub optimal prices. 

23CCI case no. I.A. No. 03/2017 in Appeal No. 68/ 2016; Decided on 09/01/2016


